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equivalent through other than school channels. Workers with
elementary skill are taken and trained first as technicians and
then as engineers. Under present conditions eight years' study
is required for a fully qualified engineer.
Students work four academic hours a day, and 600 hours
during the year. Because of the nature of the institute, very
little work is given the students to do at home. The syllabus is
almost entirely covered by the work in the institute.
In 1984 the students in the institute were of varying nation-
alities, ages, and factory experience. The ages ranged from
twenty-five to fifty; 25 per cent were about twenty-five years of
age, SO per cent were about thirty years, and 45 per cent were
over thirty. Ninety per cent had five or more years* factory
experience. The nationalities were divided, as 43 per cent
Ukrainians, 25 per cent Jews, 24 per cent Russians, and the
remainder from various minorities. Politically, non-Party
students were in a majority, being 60 per cent. Only 20 per cent
were members of the Party, and 20 per cent members of the
Komsomol.
The institute is very well equipped with large, up-to-date
laboratories. It has a library of 50,000 volumes. There are the
usual social facilities of all educational institutions, dining-
room, club-room, theatre, etc., and the usual social activities,
including wall-newspapers.
Nearly all universities and higher technical institutes have
courses for extra-mural students. In 1932, when I was there, the
Leningrad State University had 1,000 such students. It had also
several thousand correspondence students. Correspondence
courses play an important part in adult education. There are
special institutes which carry on research work into education
by correspondence.
It is not yet possible to organise full-length courses for all
workers. Nearly all factories, therefore, organise short courses in
the factory. Workers are encouraged to attend these, and are
given the time off, with fall pay. Some factories give six hours
in ten days, others three hours in four days, according to factory
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